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Norton Ghost Pulled from Market
As of April 30 th, sales of Norton Ghost have been
discontinued, although chat and knowledge base
support will continue through June 30, 2014 (see
http://us.norton.com/ghost/). It isn’t clear why
this product has been shelved although there
have been problems reported in trying to restore
backup images on mechanical drives to solid
state drives. However, Norton states Ghost
Solution Suite, which is business oriented
software, is compatible with solid state hard
drives (see
http://www.symantec.com/business/support/in
dex?page=content&id=TECH106753). It’s all
rather confusing. Users of Norton Ghost,
especially those with solid state drives, may wish
to consider alternatives. Acronis True Image,
built-in Windows 7 System Image, Clonezilla and
Time Machine (Mac only) are possibilities.

Microsoft’s Free Desktop Security Tools
Are you aware that there are desktop security
tools that come with Windows operating systems
or can be freely downloaded? These utilities can
be very useful in protecting your PC and privacy
against the bad guys.
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Malicious Software Removal Tool (MSRT): A

basic antivirus program that automatically runs
monthly and removes malicious software
(viruses, worms, Trojan horses, etc.). It is enabled
by default and no user intervention is needed.
Microsoft Safety Scanner: This utility is useful
cleaning up an infected system or reassuring
yourself that you system is clean. It can be
downloaded from
http://www.microsoft.com/security/scanner/en
-us/default.aspx
Microsoft Security Essentials: This software
provides real-time, always-on protection against
a wide range of malware and once installed
requires little or no user intervention. The
software can be downloaded from
http://www.microsoft.com/security/pcsecurity/mse.aspx. There are many competitors
for this application: BitDefender Antivirus,
Kaspersky Anti-Virus, McAfee AntiVirus, Norton
Anti-Virus, and Trend Anti Virus to name but a
few.
Windows Defender: This is Windows-8’s version
of Security Essentials but comes with the
operating system itself.
Windows Defender (different version): The
pre-Windows-8 version is installed by default in
Vista and Windows-7 and is a free download for
(Continued on page 2)
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XP users. This utility offers protection against
spyware, adware and similarly unwanted
software but does not protect against viruses,
worms, etc. It is of limited value.
Windows Defender Offline (WDO): This
software is a robust anti-malware tool but
requires being downloaded and launched to
create a bootable medium. The utility runs
completely independent of the Windows
operating system. The software can be
downloaded from
http://windows.microsoft.com/isis/windows/what-is-windows-defender-offline.

Microsoft Personal Data Dashboard
If you use Microsoft products, some of your
personal information is stored by Microsoft
somewhere and used in a variety of ways, some
of which you may object to. There is a way to
manage this information and how it’s used with
Personal Data Dashboard (PDD). To access PDD,
point your browser to
http://data.choice.microsoft.com and log in to
your Microsoft account. The guiding principle
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should be to provide only information you feel
comfortable broadly sharing.
General information for “My profile” will initially
be displayed. If you click on “Edit your profile
in…” you will be able to edit your contact and
work information, add or change a picture, etc.
If you click on “My data” topics such as (a)
Interests, (b) Brands, (c) Bing Searches, and (d)
Newsletters are displayed; data can be added or
deleted. Obviously this kind of information is
useful for advertising purposes.
If you click on “My choices” you have the option
to allow or disallow (a) Microsoft Advertising and
(b) Microsoft Email Communications”. To quote
from this site, “What does it mean not to allow
Microsoft Advertising to use your information?
Well, first, it doesn't mean you will stop getting
ads or see fewer ads; but, it does mean that the
ads you get won't be personalized anymore by
Microsoft Advertising. Microsoft will continue to
collect information for other uses, such as
delivering content that is personalized for you;
for example, the news articles displayed on MSN

Six Microsoft Security Tools

(Continued on page 3)
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and the results you get when you search for
software updates.”
If you click on “More services” you will see
several icons for other Microsoft services
(Windows, MSN, Microsoft Profile Center, and
Xbox)
See http://privacy.microsoft.com/enus/default.mspx for “Microsoft Online Privacy
Notice Highlights” this should provide some idea
of how Microsoft handles your information. For
Microsoft’s full online privacy statement see
http://privacy.microsoft.com/enus/fullnotice.mspx. See
https://choice.microsoft.com/en-US for
Microsoft’s “Learn about Privacy in Advertising”
Good luck sorting all this out!
Keep in mind PDD is in beta testing and will
undoubtedly change. Nevertheless it’s a useful
resource to help you manage your personal
information.

Linux and Open Source News
by Geof Goodrum

Potomac Area Technology and Computer Society
linux(at)patacs.org

Running Linux on a Laptop Solid State
Drive
I recently swapped the 2.5 inch, 500 Gigabyte
(GB) Serial Advanced Technology Attachment
(SATA) hard disk (Toshiba MK5076GSX, ~$50
current market) in my HP Pavilion g6 laptop with
a SanDisk 64 GB solid state drive (SDSSDP-064G,
http://www.sandisk.com/products/ssd/sata/sta
ndard/?capacity=64GB, ~$50).
Solid state drives (SSDs) are flash memory drives
with no moving parts (similar to USB “thumb”
drives) designed to fit in hard disk drive (HDD)
bays and connect to standard hard drive
controllers. SSDs have many advantages over
mechanical hard disks, especially for laptops: 1)
faster system boot-up and file access; 2) less
power consumption and heat; 3) better shock
resistance; 4) no drive noise; 5) lower weight. SSD
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reliability is also high (SanDisk claims up to 4.1
million hours mean time between failures for the
model cited here), although the lifetime of each
memory “cell” on the SSD is no more than 10,000
write operations. The only significant downside
to SSDs is the higher cost per Gigabyte (e.g. the
500 GB Toshiba HDD costs about the same as the
64 GB SanDisk SSD). For a thorough comparison,
see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solidstate_drive#Comparison_of_SSD_with_hard_disk
_drives.
While I really haven’t noticed any problems with
drive noise and I don’t make a habit of dropping
my laptop, the idea that I could lose up to 500 GB
of data if my laptop was damaged or stolen
concerned me, and the advantages of fast bootup and longer run-times on battery made the SSD
appealing. I put the 500 GB HDD in an external
USB 3.0 SATA case (Inland IL-HDE2530, ~$13) to
use as a backup drive to keep at home.
In my May PATACS Posts article “There and Back
Again: Distro Hopping” I indicated that I was
installing Gentoo Linux on this laptop, but my
plans changed with the SSD (Gentoo writes a lot
to the drive while compiling code, possibly
limiting its life) and release of the Debian 7.0
GNU/Linux distribution (aka “Wheezy”) on May
4 th
(http://www.debian.org/News/2013/20130504).
After installing the SSD in the laptop’s drive bay,
I did a fresh install of Debian on the drive, then
performed the SSD optimizations noted below,
installed additional software using the Debian
package manager, and restored my personal files
from the 500 GB HDD.
It’s worth noting that current GNU/Linux
distributions support SSDs “out of the box” just
as any hard disk. However, there are several
tweaks using the command line (i.e., from
console or terminal) to ensure maximum
performance and useful life from these drives. I
found most of the following tips at
http://apcmag.com/how-to-maximise-ssdperformance-with-linux.htm. For the more
technically inclined, additional detail and options
are available at
(Continued on page 4)
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https://wiki.archlinux.org/index.php/Solid_Stat
e_Drives. In short:
• Ensure the SSD supports the TRIM feature
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRIM), which
helps the drive firmware manage free space on
the SSD. Most, if not all, current SSDs support
TRIM.
• Align the SSD partitions to 1MB boundaries to
improve performance. This can be done during
GNU/Linux installation.
• Format SSD partitions with the Ext4 filesystem,
which supports TRIM. This can be done during
GNU/Linux installation.
• Add /etc/fstab mount options
“noatime,nodiratime,discard” for SSD Ext4
partitions to reduce writes and enable TRIM.
• Enable the deadline scheduler for SSD
partitions to improve desktop performance..
• Suppress writes to swap space.
• Mount /tmp, /var/tmp, and /var/spool on the
dynamic RAMdisk (tmpfs) in /etc/fstab to
improve system performance and reduce SSD
writes.
One decision point during the GNU/Linux OS
installation is how to partition the SSD. Although
I usually create separate / (root), /home, /boot,
/var, and /usr/local and swap partitions to
isolate files, optimize mount options and make
backups easier to manage on HDDs, for the SSD I
simply created a single 60 GB primary partition
for all files and a 2 GB logical partition for swap
(this was the Debian “new user” default
partitioning). I wanted the SSD firmware to
manage writes across the entire drive (aka “wear
leveling”) and it wasn’t clear to me how
partitioning might affect that. I plan to make filebased backups to the external 500 GB HDD using
the rsync command vs. partition image backups.
Never run a file defragment utility on a SSD;
there is no performance benefit and it only wears
out the drive earlier. Most modern filesystems,
including Linux Ext, never require
defragmenting files, anyway.
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To save battery power on laptops equipped with
a SSD when not connected to an AC source, use
hibernate mode, which copies running processes
into allocated swap space on the SSD and powers
off the system. Resuming operations from
hibernate is much faster from SSD than from a
hard disk. [Caveat: if the swap partition is
encrypted with a random key, hibernate mode is
not supported. See
https://help.ubuntu.com/community/EnableHib
ernateWithEncryptedSwap for an alternative.] If
the laptop has AC power, use suspend mode to
minimize writes to the SSD. Suspend keeps
running processes stored in RAM by putting the
system in a low power consumption mode until
resumed. Under Debian 7.0 with the default
Gnome 3.4 desktop, the power settings allow
separate Suspend timeout settings for inactivity
on battery and AC power, with “Hibernate” and
“Power Off” as options “When power is critically
low.”
I did not make objective measurements of
performance (disk, battery life, etc) before and
after installing the SSD. I would have to install
Debian 7.0 on the HDD and run lengthy tests - I
was too impatient for that! However subjective,
my laptop boots and brings up applications and
files noticeably faster. From cold start through
GRUB menu, GDM login to the Gnome desktop
environment takes less than 30 seconds. I
consider a SSD replacement to be a worthy
upgrade for a laptop. For those with a desktop
PC, you might consider a small SSD for the
operating system and applications, with a HDD
for personal files and partitions that need a lot of
write activity (e.g. /var).

Featured Linux Software ofthe Month: July
2013
The software described below can be downloaded
at the links provided or copied onto a USB flash
drive at the PATACS Fairfax meeting. However,
please check the online package management
tool included with your GNU/Linux distribution
first, as installation is often just a click away.
Dungeon Crawl Stone Soup – v0.12.1.
http://crawl.develz.org/wordpress/. Free GNU
(Continued on page 5)
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executable packages for Linux (.deb, .rpm),
Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7 (.exe) and Apple
OS X (.dmg) by David S. Register et al. OpenCPN is
a boat and ship Chart/Plotter/Navigator GUI
application developed by a team of active sailors
using real world conditions for program testing
and refinement. OpenCPN features: Quilted
Raster (RNC) and Vector (ENC) digital chart
display; Industry standard GPS receiver
interfacing, with “moving map” on-screen vessel
tracking; AIS receiver interfacing with
configurable target safety monitoring; Integrated
Route, Track, and Waypoint database, with
industry standard Import/Export
capabilities;Tide and Current prediction, with onscreen overlay of predicted data; Broad
International Language support; PlugIn
architecture allowing on-going third-party
functional enhancements. This release provides:
Complete update of user Options dialogs and
context menus, incorporating modern graphics
and uniform styles; Significantly enhanced

General Public License source code and
executables for Linux (.deb), Microsoft Windows
(.exe), Android (.apk) and Apple OS X (.zip) by the
Stone Soup Team. Dungeon Crawl Stone Soup is a
free roguelike game of exploration and treasurehunting in dungeons filled with dangerous and
unfriendly monsters in a quest for the
mystifyingly fabulous Orb of Zot. Dungeon Crawl
Stone Soup has diverse species and many
different character backgrounds to choose from,
deep tactical game-play, sophisticated magic,
religion and skill systems, and a grand variety of
monsters to fight and run from, making each
game unique and challenging. Dungeon Crawl
Stone Soup can be played offline, or online on a
public telnet/ssh server thanks to the good folks
at crawl.akrasiac.org (CAO) and crawl.develz.org
(CDO). These public servers allow you to meet
other players’ ghosts, watch other people
playing, and, in general, have a blast!
OpenCPN – v3.2.2. http://opencpn.org/ocpn/.
Free GNU General Public License source code and
Below: OpenCPN Dashboard

(Continued on page 6)
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Above: OpenRocket Main Panel
(Continued from page 5)

navigation instrument input and output options,
including extensive network connection
capabilities supporting TCP, UDP, and GPSD data
sources; New User Interface theme support, with
OpenCPN traditional as well as two new low
profile themes; Enhanced clipboard support,
including interfaces to external KML data
sources; Enhanced Tide and Current dataset
support, including modern fully binary datasets;
Various improvements in the display and
tracking of AIS data targets; Automatic Great
Circle route generation options; Significant
enhancement of the Dashboard PlugIn, including
new user interface options and a variety of
stylish, new instruments; Improved sound
system support for linux hosts; Major update to
embedded Users Manual; Measurably improved
performance and reliability over all supported
platforms.

OpenRocket – v13.5.

http://openrocket.sourceforge.net/. Free GNU
General Public License source code and Java
executable for all Java platforms by Sampo
Niskanen. OpenRocket is a free, fully featured
model rocket simulator that allows you to design
and simulate your rockets before actually
building and flying them. The main features
include: Six-degree-of-freedom flight simulation;
Automatic design optimization; Real-time
simulated altitude, velocity and acceleration
display; Staging and clustering support; Crossplatform (Java-based). This release contains a
huge number of improvements, the main ones
including realistic 3D rendering with decals,
flight configurations, lower stage descent
simulation, boosted dart support and new
translations for Portuguese and Japanese.
Kernel Source – v3.9.4. http://www.kernel.org/.
Free GNU General Public License source code for
all platforms by the Linux community.
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yourselfers who favor the open source software
Windows 8 and the Unthinkable
philosophy. Often people in these various camps
Heresy
display an emotional almost religious fervor for
by Lorrin R. Garson
Member, Potomac Area Technology and Computer Society

Background
Windows 8 has become a controversial operating
system, largely because its user interface is so
different from its predecessors and it has a steep
learning curve, especially when used with a
keyboard and mouse instead of a touchscreen1 .
That is not to say Windows 8 is without its
virtues such as improved performance, security
enhancements, support for touchscreen devices,
the new Storage Spaces and other advancements.
Users can continue using older versions of
Windows, but eventual everyone will have to
leave these behind. There are practical
alternatives to Windows 8, namely (1) Apple OS X
and (2) a Linux distribution. Considering the
aforementioned steep learning curve for
Windows 8, is this not a propitious time for
PC/Windows users to consider an alternative to
Windows?

Computer Cultures
Adherents to PCs, Macintoshs and Linux
computers live in quite different computer
cultures. Users of PCs/Windows generally show
some brand loyalty to specific computer
manufacturers with moderate to strong loyalty
to Windows (what else is there?) but with
ambivalent dislike of Microsoft itself. Apple
computer users generally display strong brand
loyalty and almost exhibit fan-like admiration for
Apple (aka iZealots). On the other hand, Linux
users tend to be technically skilled, do-it1 There

can be considerable confusion over flavors of
operating systems. Currently Microsoft distributes three
operating systems: (1) Windows 8 (three editions for
Intel/AMD desktop and laptop computers); (2) Windows
RT (for ARM based devices such as tablets); and (3)
Windows Phone 8 (for smartphones). Apple currently
distributes two operating systems: (1) OS X for desktop
and laptop computers; and (2) iOS for the iPhone, iPad,
iPod Touch and Apple TV. There are many versions (also
called distributions or distros) of Linux (see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Linux_distributions
). The focus of this article is on Windows 8, OS X and Linux
for desktop and laptop computers.

their chosen computer environment. More often
than not, the favored platform is “what you grew
up with”, and moving to another system and
culture can be challenging and even emotional
stressful. However it’s important to understand
that the great majority of individuals use a
computer (or computer-like devices such as
tablets and smartphones) mostly for e-mail,
surfing the Web and writing documents… for
which all Windows, Apple OS and Linux
computers are completely satisfactory. Of course
each of the three environments offers
advantages and disadvantages in comparison to
each other.
It is enlightening to understand the distribution
or market share of the three computer
environments. Assuming that Net applications
like Web browsing accurately reflect this
distribution (see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usage_share_of_o
perating_systems, and the chart below), as of
March 2013, Windows based systems are 88% of
the total, Apple OS X is 7% and Linux is 3%,
although probably higher (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux_adoption).
Thus Windows is clearly dominant, Apple’s OS X
has a modest presence and Linux trails.

Comparing Windows 8 and OS X Systems
Setting aside Linux for the moment, how do
Microsoft Windows 8 and Apple OS X systems
compare? What should be considered in moving
from Windows 8 to OS X?
Applications: What you do with your computer
should be the very first consideration. For
example Microsoft Office is available on both
(Continued on page 8)
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In contrast, most of the PC manufacturers
generally provide mediocre to poor technical
support. Sales support is generally good. For
getting help directly from Microsoft for Windows
see http://support.microsoft.com/kb/295539,
but you will generally be referred to the
company from which you bought your PC. Most
PC manufacturers offer a limited one-year
warranty on hardware and offer extended
warranties at additional cost, but dealing with
their frontline support staff can be challenging.
Security: Apple computers are generally
regarded as being more resistant to viruses and
malware than PC/Windows. No doubt this is a
consequence of market share; the bad guys will
understandably focus their efforts on the most
common platform. Also, underneath Apple’s
graphical user interface is a variant of Unix
(derived from the BSD Unix kernel), which by
design is inherently more secure than Windows.
Virus infections of Unix systems are virtually
unknown. Many (most?) Apple users do not use
antivirus software although Apple itself quietly
recommends such software be installed (would
their lawyers advise otherwise?). Regardless of
the operating system, it is important to keep upto-date in installing patches and there is no full
proof protection against imprudent behavior on
the part of users.
Choice of Hardware: In this area PC/Windows
wins hands down. There are many PC
manufacturers offering numerous competing
models. Most manufacturers offer a wide variety
of components in their build-to-order offerings.

platforms. Generally functional equivalent
software is available on both PCs and Macs and
be aware that Windows itself can also be installed
on modern Intel-based Apple computers to run
PC-only applications. However, if there is some
application that is essential for you and runs well
only on PC/Windows, stick with that
environment.
Social Issues: Friends and family are not likely
to disown you if you switch from Windows 8 to
OS X, but you might well find yourself drifting
from a PC user group to a Mac/Apple user group,
thus losing social contact that may be important
for you. Be aware that having a mixed hardware
environment requires more time, effort and
stress in terms of computer support.
Hardware Costs: Apple computers are
significantly more expensive than a comparable
PC, often 50% or more for machines with similar
performance. It is difficult to make precise
evaluations between computers offered by
various PC vendors and Apple. However, in the
Table below is a comparison between three
relatively similar desktop machines.
Customer Service: Apple has traditionally been
viewed as a model for customer service, not only
in terms of sales, but more importantly for
technical support. New computers from Apple
come with 90 days of free telephone support and
a limited one-year warranty on hardware; you
can purchase extended support which is called
“AppleCare Protection Plan” for up to three
years. This includes telephone support as well as
computer repair or replacement.
Hardware Cost Comparisons

(Continued on page 9)
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Almost all hardware components can be
relatively easily replaced or upgraded. A number
of individuals buy components and build their
own PC/Windows computers. Building your own
computer is not feasible for an Apple computer.
Apple does not license their operating system
thus you can only buy an Apple/OS X computer
from Apple itself or one of its authorized dealers.
Apple produces three lines of computers: (1)
laptops (MacBook Air and MacBook Pro), (2)
desktops (the Mac mini and iMac), and (3) the
high-end tower (Mac Pro). Other than adding or
replacing memory in some models and upgrading
the operating system, it isn’t feasible to upgrade
these machines. Also, in general, you can’t repair
your own Apple computer but rather this must
be done by Apple itself or through a local repair
shop. Very few people would opt for the Mac Pro
for home use as these machines are very
expensive, starting at $2,499 and easily rising to
$5,000 - $10,000 fully configured.
Software Availability: In days of yore there was
a paucity of software for Apple computers
compared to PC/Windows. Even today there are
more applications and programs available for
PC/Windows systems. However, there is a wide
variety of software available for both platforms
and as previously mentioned Windows can be
installed on Intel-based Apple computers. An
ironic twist in software availability is the number
of apps available: the Windows Store (Windows
8), 43,000; Google Play (Android), 700,000; and
App Store (Apple iOS) 800,000 (Bloomberg
Businessweek, February 11–17, 2013, pp. 31-32).
The differences between computers (desktops
and laptops), tablets, smartphones, e-book
readers and other devices are increasingly
murky.
Product Design: Apple has long been lauded for
its industrial design and beauty of its products.
Even the packaging of its devices is carefully
designed and fabricated. For some people, design
and fashion are important considerations. For
others, probably the majority, beyond a good
looking display on the monitor and comfortable
keyboard and mouse, it matters little.
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Learning a New System: Although there is a

steep learning curve for the new Windows 8 GUI,
PC/Windows users would find an even steeper
learning curve moving to an Apple OS X system.
The two environments are different.
Cloud Services: It seems that the world is
moving to the Cloud, i.e., offsite storage of data
and applications with high-speed, real-time
Internet access. Microsoft offers Sky Drive (7 GB
free) and Apple iCloud (5 GB free). Both services
offer greater amounts of storage for a fee. There
are many other companies offering Cloud
services. While there are issues of security,
privacy and performance, “The Cloud” is likely to
become a common if not preferred medium for
storage. There are several dozen vendors
offering Cloud services for Windows, OS X, iOS,
Android phones, tablets, etc.
Games: PC/Windows is clearly the winner in the
games world; it’s the only platform for a true
gamer. There are many games available for Apple
computers but if gaming is high on your list of
applications stick with PC/Windows.

Linux
The number of people interested in moving from
the PC/Windows environment (or Apple
machines) to Linux will be very small, which is
why a feature-by-feature comparison was not
made. There are many versions of Linux some of
which are free and others for a fee. Linux runs on
the identical kind of hardware as Windows,
although it can be challenging to purchase new
hardware without Windows. There is also a wide
range of software that runs on Linux, including
Web browsers, e-mail clients, office suites
(including word processors, spreadsheets, and
presentation software), databases, PDF viewers,
encryption software, scanner utilities, antivirus
software, backup software, music players,
graphic editors, etc. Virtually any software that
runs on PC/Windows or Apple computers has a
functional equivalent for Linux.

In Conclusion…
The great majority of PC/Windows users will
move to Windows 8 or its successor. Some will
(Continued on page 10)
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adopt future versions of Windows with glee and
others migrate reluctantly and grumbling.
Recently overheard in an Apple store:
Sales clerk—“Why did you decide to buy an
iMac?”
Customer—“Windows 8.”

Additional Information
1. See
http://www.wikivs.com/wiki/Apple_Mac_OS_
X_vs_Microsoft_Windows for an evenhanded
comparison of Apple OS X and Windows.
2. See http://windows.microsoft.com/enus/windows/history and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Micr
osoft_Windows for interesting articles on the
history of Microsoft Windows.
3. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Mac_
OS for an article on the history of Apple
computer operating systems.
4. See
http://www.microsoft.com/oem/en/products
/other/Pages/cloud_services.aspx#fbid=rGzF3ZdrkF for information of Microsoft’s Cloud
offerings.
5. See http://www.apple.com/icloud/features/
for information on Apple’s iCloud.
6. See http://ostatic.com/blog/what-happenswhen-a-die-hard-linux-user-switches-to-themac for an article entitled “What Happens
When a Die-Hard Linux User Switches to the
Mac?”
7. Mac users do sometimes switch to
PC/Windows systems. For example see
http://blog.chron.com/techblog/2010/03/therarest-of-birds-switching-from-mac-towindows/ for an article entitled “The Rarest of
Birds: Switching from Mac to Windows.”
Google (i.e., search) “switching from mac to
pc” to find numerous examples and reasons for
this change.
8. There are many flavors of Linux. Linux is used
on PCs, servers, mainframes, super computers,
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mobile phones, network routers, TVs, video
game consoles, etc. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux for a
general discussion (including history) of Linux.
9. See http://opensource.org/ for information on
the Open Source Initiative and
http://www.opensourcesoftwaredirectory.com
/ for the Open Source Software Directory.

Android™ Phone Tips & Tricks
by Sandy Berger
Compu-KISS, www.compukiss.com
sandy (at) compukiss.com

Android phone and tablet users will find their
devices more customizable than Apple devices.
That’s a good thing, as long as you know some of
the basics. And I am here to help you with that.
Today, I will focus on phones running Ice Cream
Sandwich because it currently has the most
widespread use. This is Google’s stock Android
4.0 operating system. There are several other
Android versions currently in use. Also, be aware
that each phone manufacturer modifies the
Android software with its own custom interfaces.
Because of all this, what you see on your phone
may be slightly different from the following
instructions.
As with the iPhone, Android devices use three
basic finger movements:
Tap—quickly touch a icon, button, or word.
Double-tap—quickly touch the item twice.
Press and hold—press and hold your finger on
the word, icon, or picture for two seconds.
Newer Android phones have three buttons on the
bottom of the phone. Some older phones have
four. While these can be physical buttons, on
most newer phones they are not raised buttons.
Instead, they are simply areas of the black
bottom bezel that are marked with icons. Often
these are referred to as soft buttons.
There is a slight difference between these
buttons depending on whether there are three or
(Continued on page 11)
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four buttons. There is always a home icon that
looks like a house and an icon that look like a
back arrow which is the back button. On fourbutton phones there may also be a menu button
and a search button. Newer phones, however,
have no Search button. You will also see that the
Menu button has been replaced with a
combination Recent Apps/Menu button. This
button is usually simply called the Recent Apps
icon.

Use Your Face to Unlock the Phone
The Android operating system has some great
features. One is the ability to unlock the phone
with your face. Yes, with Android, you can
unlock the phone just by putting it in front of
your face. You simply access the Settings and
look under Security for a place to set it up. There
are step-by-step instructions. Once complete,
just hold the phone up in front of your face to
unlock it. Don’t worry; you can set up a pin
number in case the phone doesn’t recognize you.
In my testing, however, it worked seamlessly.
One caveat: If you wear glasses, make sure that
you tilt your head so that there is no glare on the
glasses when you open the phone. Also, although
I took my security picture without glasses, my
phone recognizes me with one pair of glasses, but
will not recognize me with my thicker-frame
glasses. Face unlocking is a new security option
for Android 4.0. It doesn’t work in previous
versions.

When the phone is locked
Like on the iPhone, you can jump directly to the
camera, and manage your music without
unlocking the phone. You can also check for
messages.

Add Widgets
With the iPhone every app is the same size and
they are not interactive. One of the best things
about Android is that you can embed live content
directly to the home pages through resizable
interactive widgets. Widgets show current
information. For instance, they let you see the
weather and time, play music, look at stocks, and
more — right from the home screen, without
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having to launch apps.
To add a Widget, go to the home screen where
you want the widget to appear. Press and hold
any blank area of that screen. Tap on Widgets,
and then scroll through the choices by swiping
from side to side. When you find one you like,
just tap and it will appear on the chosen screen.

Recent apps
Press and hold the Recent Apps button to scroll
through the recently used apps. Tap on any app
to switch to that app.

Working with apps
When you are using an app, the Recent Apps
button works more like a Menu button or like a
right-click on a computer. Tapping it gives you a
list of things you can do with that app.

Take a Picture ofthe Screen
Press the volume down button and the on/off
(sleep) button at the same time and a picture of
whatever is on your phone’s screen will be saved
to the picture Gallery. This may take a little
practice because you must be sure to press them
simultaneously. When you do it right, the screen
will flash and you will hear a sound like a shutter
snapping. If the Gallery is not on any of your
pages, you can find it by pressing the Home icon
then tapping the all apps icon, which is the icon
at the bottom middle of the screen (a square with
16 dots in it).

Save Web images
It is very easy to copy any pictures you see on the
Web. Start your Web browser and look around a
little. When you see a picture that you would like
to save, just press your finger on the picture and
hold it for a second or two. A menu will appear.
Choose “Save Image” and the image will be added
to your picture Gallery.

Organize apps
After you have used your phone or tablet for a
while, you will find that you accumulate so many
apps that you can’t find anything. That’s when
you need to put your apps in folders. It’s easy
with Android. Just press and hold on any app.

(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)

Then drag it on top of another app. When you
release your finger you will see both apps in a
folder. Tap on that folder and you can give it a
name or you can add more apps or drag apps out
of the folder. Be sure to create folders with useful
names like News, Games, Productivity, Cooking,
etc.

Create a useful shortcut
The shortcuts option in Android is especially
amazing. You can create a shortcut on your
screen that represents a person, a navigation
destination, bookmarked web page, or more. Just
press and hold a blank area of the screen where
you want you shortcut to appear and choose
Shortcuts from the menu that appears. Then
choose Direct Dial, Bookmark, Book, Person,
Navigation, or any other app you see on the
screen. Name the shortcut and provide any other
necessary information and the shortcut will
automatically appear on your chosen page. I
have a shortcut labeled Home. If I am in an
unfamiliar area and I need directions to get back
home, I just press that icon. There are many
other uses for these shortcuts, as well.

This and That—Word 2010
by Lynn Page
Newsletter Editor/Webmaster
Crystal River Users Group, FL
December 2012 issue, CRUG newsletter
www.crug.com
lpage46 (at) tampabay.rr.com

Horizontal Lines
AutoCorrect creates a number of different lines
according to three characters typed. Type three
consecutive hyphens and press enter to create a
line. Use underscores to create a bold line or
equal signs to create a double line.

Smiley Face
On the Insert tab in the Symbols group select the
smiley face icon (☺ ) from the Symbol drop
down. The inserted symbol will have the
formatting of the text being used.

Add Captions
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To add a caption to an object, select the object
and on the References tab in the Captions group
click Insert Caption. In the dialog box in the
Label drop down select the type of object the
caption is being added to. In the position drop
down specify where to add the caption. You can
change the numbering options and exclude the
label from the caption. If you don’t like the
options, once added the caption can be changed
as any other text.

Page Thumbnails
To navigate through a
document using
thumbnails of pages
open the Navigation
pane by selecting to
show it in the Show
group on the View tab.
Then on the Navigation
pane select the Browse
the pages in your
document icon.

Incognito with Google Chrome
When you don’t want your browsing history to
remain on a computer after you leave, use
Chrome’s Incognito window. It prevents the PC
from retaining most traces of your browsing. To
open a new incognito window in Chrome press
Ctrl+Shift+N. Another useful tip is to clear
Chrome’s browsing history with Ctrl+Shift+Del.
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Genealogy and the Internet: Problems and
Possibilities
Presented by Ken Maniha

This presentation will explore the growing use of
the internet as a platform for genealogical
research. The talk will distinguish between
genealogy and family history, and will talk about
genealogy as an evidence-based discipline. It will
be pointed out that not all evidence is created
equal. We will go on to classify the kinds of
evidence to be found on the internet and
something about the process by which those
types of evidence are proliferating with abandon
on the web. After discussing the possibilities for
gathering, interpreting, and using internet based
evidence – the good, the bad, and the ugly - we
will go on to talk about the next generation
processes for doing internet based genealogy and
how the internet is uniquely suited to handle
certain types of genealogical techniques for
discovering authentic ancestors who otherwise
might remain mysteriously hidden from us.
Ken Maniha is a professional genealogist living in Reston.
He has a University of Michigan doctorate in Sociology
which he taught at Florida State before joining the Federal
Civil Service as a research grant and contract
administrator, first for the Department of the Army, and
then for Health and Human Services. He retired from
Federal service in 2004, and now does genealogy for clients
full time, with some teaching and lecturing on the side.

Learn 30: Overcoming the Physical Stresses
ofComputer Use
Presented by Rolston James

The computer has become one of the most
powerful forces in society today and has had a
significant impact on organizations,
organizational structure and the workforce.
Despite the numerous benefits and advantages
that are now available to us because of the use of
computers, this use also has its share of potential
problems. One of which is the escalation of
various medical issues or problems. In corporate
America, adult Americans now spend most of
their waking hours sitting at a desk, crouched
over for prolonged periods of time. Because of
this, health issues such as lower and upper back
problems; muscle spasms; overly tight neck and
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shoulder muscles; headaches; Carpal Tunnel and
other issues are now more prominent than
before.
Some of these problems can be avoided by
periodically performing various stretching
movements throughout the day. For example,
standing up and stretching the hamstrings and
hip joint area will help to relieve tight lower back
muscles; opening the arms and stretching the
chest muscles will help release tight shoulders
muscles; and stretching and/or rotating the head
from side to side will help to loosen up tight neck
muscles. These are just a few examples of the
various movements or stretches that would help
to prevent some of the complications
experienced, as a result of sitting at a desk in a
crouched over position for extended period of
time.
Rolston James is a former certified Army Master Fitness
Trainer (MFT) and has over 12 years of experience,
managing various army fitness training programs. Fitness
has always been a way of life for him and he has competed
in the Armed Forces Bodybuilding Championships, placing
3rd in his weight class. Rolston is a graduate of the
National Massage Therapy Institute of Therapeutic
Massage, and is also a certified Performance Enhancement
Specialist (PES) – an advanced certification by the National
Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM).
Rolston takes a holistic approach to fitness and
incorporates all the different components of fitness when
designing programs for his clients. He specializes in
functional training, sports performance training,
rehabilitation and rebalancing the body. Rolston has been
very successful in working with clients with various
physical limitations and certain medical conditions. His
concept of fitness is to defy aging and enhance functional
performance for everyday life.
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About: Voyager S3 Drive Dock
Review: Voyager S3 Drive Dock
by George Harding
Treasurer, Tucson Computer Society, AZ
February 2013 issue, eJournal
www.aztcs.org
Georgehardingsbd (at) earthlink.net

If you have a desktop computer and have had to
change or add a new hard drive, you know what a
task that is. Getting to the insides of the
computer is the first challenge – mine is under
the desk, so I have to disconnect all the cables
and move the computer out where I can work on
it. Then you have to fish around and remove the
old drive, mount and connect the new one, and
then put everything back together.
The voyager S3 Drive Dock saves you a lot of time
and effort. It requires a SATA drive, and attaches
to your computer with USB 3.0. You insert your
drive in the dock, turn the dock on and you are in
business. It appears in Explorer as just another
drive and can be used as any other drive. Using it
to back up the system is really convenient. Just
start your backup software, select the destination
and go. What could be easier?
Since the computer connection is USB, you can
swap drives in the dock without having to turn
the computer off – just plug and play!
While the dock is useful for a desktop, it’s even
better for a laptop. To replace the hard drive in a
laptop means opening the base, removing tiny
screws, and then installing the replacement.
Again, the dock is a breeze to use with a laptop.
You are simply adding a hard drive instead of
replacing one.
The box comes with a brief User Manual, the
dock itself, which has a slot for a 2.5” drive, and a
hinged flap for a 3 .5” drive, a power cord and
transformer and a USB 3.0 cable that is backward
compatible with USB 2.0.
The dock itself has a power button, which
supplies power to the SATA drive, an activity
LED, which also serves to show when power is on,
and a drive eject button. No drivers are required.
This is a handy solution to having an additional
hard drive easily accessible, with the ability to
swap out multiple drives for either your desktop
or your laptop.
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Vendor: Newer Tech
www.newertech.com
Price: $35

Micro Center® In Store Clinics

This information is provided solely for the benefit of
PATACS members and reproduced with the permission of
Micro Electronics, Inc. PATACS does not receive
compensation nor consideration for this material, and does
not endorse nor sponsor any commercial enterprise.

Micro Center stores host free events called “In
Store Clinics.” The clinics cover a wide range of
topics. All Micro Center store locations follow the
same schedule of topics.
A link for store locations is at the top center of
the home page, www.microcenter.com. For those
in the Washington, D.C. area, the only store in
Virginia is in the Pan Am Plaza at 3089 Nutley
Street, Fairfax, VA 22031, phone (703) 204-8400,
and the only store in Maryland is in the Federal
Plaza at 1776 E. Jefferson #203, Rockville, MD
20852, phone (301) 692-2130.
Micro Center Clinics are held on most weekends,
except during holidays. The same topic is usually
presented on both Saturday and Sunday. Topics
may change and clinics may be cancelled without
notice. Please verify the schedule with the store
before leaving and register online for e-mail
updates
(http://www.microcenter.com/instore_clinic/si
gn_up.html).
Signing up in advance reserves a seat,
recommended as space is limited. This can only
be done at a store, either at the Tech Support or
Customer Support area.

June – July 2013 Schedule
Start Time is 2pm local unless otherwise stated.
Jun 22 & 23: Home Security Basics
Jun 28 & 29: Windows 8 Basics
Jul 6 & 7: HDD, RAID & SSD
Jul 13 & 14: Backups & Archiving
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PATACS Meeting Information

Call (703) 370-7649 for meeting announcements or visit our web site at
http://www.patacs.org/
Free Admission — Bring a Friend!

Arlington Meetings

Carlin Hall Community Center
5711 S. 4th Street, Arlington, VA 22204
http://www.patacs.org/arlingtonmeetings.html
General Meeting
1 st Wednesday (7/3), 7 p.m. ET
Technology & PC Help Desk
th
4 Wednesday (7/24), 7 p.m. ET
Board of Directors
3 rd Monday (7/15), 7 p.m. ET

Fairfax Meetings

(with OLLI PC User Group)
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI)
4210 Roberts Road, Fairfax VA 22032
http://www.patacs.org/fairfaxmeetings.html
General Meeting
rd
3 Saturday (7/20), 12:30 p.m. ET
Online-Only Webinar

http://www.patacs.org/webinarpat.html
2 nd Wednesday (7/17), 7-9 p.m. ET

